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Abstract

This paper presents DiV ES, a distributed support for
the development of networked Distributed Virtual Environ-
ments. DiV ES exploits the publish subscribe interac-
tion model to define a flexible communication support. An
acyclic peer to peer network of brokers has been defined
to support an event based communication framework. The
network can be dynamically reconfigured and it can toler-
ate broker crashes by a proper recovery mechanism. A set of
optimization strategies of the basic publish/subscribe rout-
ing mechanism has been defined through an accurate analy-
sis of the information exchanged in DV E applications. The
message traffic on the network is reduced by packing notifi-
cations and filters into a single message. Furthermore, ap-
proximated filters are introduced to further reduce message
traffic. Advertisement are exploited to optimize the routing
of filters.

1 Introduction

Distributed Virtual Environments (DVE) [3, 7] are one of
the most interesting applications on local and wide area net-
works. This set of applications includes, for instance, multi-
player games. In a multiplayer game different players con-
nected to a local or to a wide area network interact within a
virtual shared world. The avatars controlled by the players
generally exchange information regarding their state, their
position in the virtual world, their colour or shape. In first
person shooters, for instance, each avatar needs the posi-
tions of the neighbouring avatars to shoot them. Even if
multiplayer games will be considered in the following as a
sample application of DV E, our approach can be applied
to DV Es in general.

The definition of a support to implement DV Es is a
challenging issue and requires the solution of a set of clas-
sical problems of distributed systems.

First of all, a suitable support for the inter player com-
munications has to be defined. A naive solution broadcasts

the state updates to all other players but this is feasible in a
LAN only, where a hardware support for broadcast is gen-
erally available and the number of players is small. The
main drawbacks of this approach are the large amount of
messages, and the number of useless message received by
each host. While the former problem can be solved through
a suitable communication support, the second issue is more
serious because a host with a low bandwidth connection to
the network may experience an inadmissible slowdown of
the game, due to a bad usage of the available bandwidth and
to the CPU time to filter useless messages. On the other
hand, in multiplayer games, each player is often interested
in a small portion of the shared world, i.e. the world zone
surrounding it. Furthermore, each player is generally inter-
ested in receiving message only from other entities placed
in this zone. This concept has been formalized through the
notion of Area of Interest of a player P [5] that is a portion
of the virtual world including entities that may interact with
P . The extent of this zone of the virtual world depends on
the characteristics of P , for instance upon his sight capabil-
ity.

In the following we will consider a Communication
Group as a pair defining a communication channel and a
group of hosts interested in receiving all the message sent
to that channel.

Two alternative strategies can be adopted to implement
an Area of Interest. Cell based approach, the simplest one,
defines an Approximation of the area of interest by statically
partitioning the shared world into cells [8] and by pairing a
different Communication Group to each cell. The area of
interest of a player is approximated by the region includ-
ing the cell where it is currently placed and the surrounding
ones. Each player dynamically joins and leaves commu-
nication groups while moving in the virtual world, during
the evolution of the game. Each player notifies its position
to the communication group corresponding to its cell and
joins the communication groups corresponding to the sur-
rounding cells. In this way the player receives any message
sent by players belonging to the surroundings areas. [7]
discusses pro and cons of several alternative choices for the
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shapes of the cells.
The second approach,the entity based approach, [5] pairs

a distinct communication group with each player P and P
sends its position to this communication group. Each player
joins the communication groups of all the players belonging
to its area of interest. To detect these players, a cell based
approach is exploited.

Group communications can be implemented by exploit-
ing either IP Multicast or publish subscribe systems. Both
these strategies are described in section 2.

This paper presents DiV ES, a communication support
for DV Es that exploits a publish subscribe approach to
support communications among virtual entities. In DiV ES
each player periodically notifies, i.e. publishes, its position
within a virtual 2D shared world. Subscriptions are defined
by filters describing the events in which each player is in-
terested. A filter generally defines a circular regions of the
shared world including an area surrounding a player.

DiV ES defines an acyclic peer to peer network of bro-
kers to route the messages among the virtual entities. The
system can recover broker crashes through a simple recov-
ery mechanism. Routing is optimized by fully exploiting
the peculiar characteristics of the messages exchanged in
multiplayer games. For instance, each filter in DiV eS is
always produced at the same time of a publication. Mes-
sages exchanged through the network are reduced by pack-
ing each filter and the corresponding notification in a single
message. To reduce the number of filters transmitted on the
network, DiV ES introduces the notion of Predicted Area
of Interest. This notion extends the notion of Area of Inter-
est of a player P by considering the portion of the world
which will be interesting for P in the next interval of time
Δt. The number of useless messages received by a virtual
entity can be tuned by this parameter. DiV ES exploits also
advertisements [2] to optimize the routing of filters. Con-
sistency of the distributed shared environment is guaranteed
by adopting a local-lag based solution [1]

Section 2 reviews the most important proposals to define
communication supports for multiplayer games. The over-
all architecture of DiVES is presented in Section 3. Section
4 presents the publish/subscribe system defined by DiV ES
while Section 5 describes the defined optimizations. Fi-
nally, Section 6 describes the implementation we are cur-
rently developing and presents some experiments.

2 Related Work

Current implementations of group communications gen-
erally exploit IP Multicast and publish/subscribe systems.

IP Multicast has been successfully exploited in a cell-
based multiplayer support [5] where a distinct multicast
group is statically paired with each cell of the virtual world
and the players dynamically joins and leave the multicast

groups when moving within the virtual world. However,
mapping of communication groups to multicast groups is
not always so trivial. For instance, in entity based approach,
the multicast groups are dynamically created according to
the position of the players. This imply further communi-
cations among the players to detect which multicast groups
they have to join. Furthermore, even if multicast is hard-
ware supported in most LAN , IP multicast is not widely
supported by network routers, and just an Internet subset
supports this protocol.

Publish/subscribe [6, 2] is a valid alternative to imple-
ment group communication. In a publish/subscribe system,
hosts delivers events and publish them by notifications.
Furthermore, hosts may express their interest in an event or
in a pattern of events, in order to be notified of any event
generated by a publisher and matching their interest. The
underlying support is able to match these subscriptions with
publications. Each subscription is defined by a filter.

Matching of subscriptions and publications is generally
supported by a network of brokers which also routes notifi-
cations to interested subscribers. In [2] several routing algo-
rithms are described. The simplest one is based on flooding,
i.e. each notification is sent any broker of the network. A
Broker connected to one or more hosts filters the incoming
notifications according to the subscriptions delivered by its
hosts.

Filter Based Routing is a more sophisticated approach
[2] where notifications are routed according to the filters
delivered by the hosts. This approach is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Filter Based Routing

The network of brokers shown in the Fig.1 implements
a publish/subscribe system. Brokers B1, and B4 are Termi-
nal Brokers since they are connected to the hosts. The re-
maining brokers, i.e. B2 and B3 are Internal Brokers. The
routing tables of B1, B4 include some simple subscriptions
delivered from the corresponding hosts. In this case, simple
linear restraints can be defined by the subscription language.
Similar subscriptions are often delivered in multiplayer ap-
plications. Terminal brokers forwards to the network the
filter delivered by their clients hosts. When an internal bro-
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ker Bi receives a filter F from a broker Bj , Bi stores the
pair (F,Bj) in its routing table. These tables are exploited
to route notifications toward interested clients. For instance,
if B3 receives the notification (x = 40, y = 80), it forwards
the notification to B4 only.

The basic idea of advertisement based routing is that
each host periodically delivers a filter describing the set of
notifications it is going to publish in the next future. Af-
terwords, only the notifications matching an advertisement
will be considered valid. Each broker exploits a further
routing table, the advertisement table, storing all the re-
ceived advertisements. When a broker receives a filter F ,
it forwards F only to the brokers controlling subnets in-
cluding at least one host which has delivered at least an
advertisement intersecting F . Advertisements are period-
ically delivered by hosts and forwarded in the network by a
flooding mechanism.

Recently, several aspects of the publish/subscribe
paradigm have been deeply investigated. [2] presents a for-
mal specification of a publish/subscribe system, a routing
framework and a set of routing algorithms. [2] defines three
critical design issue for a publish/subscribe system, i.e. the
interconnection topology of the brokers, the routing algo-
rithms and the processing strategy defining the distribution
of the computational load of the matching algorithm on the
network of brokers. Several solutions are presented for each
issue. [2] introduces advertisement based routing as well
and presents SIENA, an event notification system.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few systems [3, 7]
exploit the publish/subscribe paradigm to support multi-
player games. In [7] different partitioning strategies of
the virtual world are considered and a channel based pub-
lish/subscribe model is exploited. According to this ap-
proach a different abstract channel is defined for each cell
of the world. The resulting system is less flexible than
DiV ES, since it implements only the cell based approach.

Mercury [3] is a publish/subscribe system specifically
defined to support multiplayer games. Mercury partitions
the brokers into a set of hubs and distribute the subscrip-
tions to these hubs. Each broker manages any filter inter-
secting a given region of the shared world. Routing of no-
tification is not optimized since each notifications is sent to
all the hubs.

[4] presents an approach to interest management based
upon the predicted movement of players in the virtual
world and exploits a publish/subscribe system where the
frequency of the message exchange depends upon the pos-
sibility that player will interact in the near future.

3 DiVES: the Overall Architecture

The communication support of DiV ES optimizes the
basic publish/subscribe approach by considering the com-

munication patterns exploited in multiplayer games. Here
we assume that each event notified by players describes the
player position within the virtual world. Other events, for
instance events describing shoots, are notified in a similar
way [1].

The DiV ES communication support is implemented by
an acyclic peer to peer network of brokers. Brokers can be
connected to the hosts and to other brokers. Each player is
connected to a single broker. The terminal broker connected
to the player Pi will be referred as Broker(Pi).

DiV ES defines a master-broker M associated with a
known IP address. Each player P and/or broker willing to
join the DiV ES network connects to M to receive from
it the list of the brokers currently available in the system.
Then P chooses a broker from the list and connects to it.
This choice is guided by several parameters defining the
QoS of the different brokers. First of all, for each broker
B, the number of connections opened by B is considered.
Each connection is weighed by a value defining the average
load of the corresponding connection. Then, the latency of
the communication with each B is considered. This value
is estimated in term of the time to receive a reply form B.
The full joining algorithm is described in [1]

A simple recovery mechanism is defined by DiV ES.
Each broker detects the crash of a neighbour through time-
outs associated to the connection with its neighbours. The
description of the recovery mechanism is outside the scope
of this paper and is fully described in [1].

Finally DiV ES adopts a mechanism to define a correct
ordering of events. Ordering of events is required in dis-
tributed supports to avoid fuzzy situations. Let us suppose
that a player P shoots to player Q and let us consider a third
player O observing this event. The system may produce two
different events, the first one corresponding to the shoot of
P , and the other one to the death of Q. If the second event is
notified to O before the first one, O observes the player dy-
ing before it has been shot. DiV ES exploits the local−lag
concept to guarantee consistency.

4 DiVES: the Publish/Subscribe Model

This section describes the publish/subscribe architecture
defined by DiV ES. Several routing algorithms are defined.

In DiV ES, each player P publishes its current position
within a 2D virtual world through a notification, notify(x,y),
where x and y are integer values defining the player coordi-
nates in the virtual world. Any subscription produced by a
player P defines a zone of the virtual world which may be
equivalent to the Area of interest of P or approximates this
area. These choice depends by the grouping communica-
tion model chosen, i.e. the cell-based model vs. the entity
based one. Each notification is described by a filter which
defines a zone of the virtual world. The filter depends on
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the shape of the subscribed zone, for instance rectangular
regions are defined by a pair of linear restraints. Instead,
circular regions may be defined by the current position of
the player and a value defining the radius of the zone.

In the following, we will suppose that Broker(P )
records the characteristics of player P . In this way,
Broker(P ) can, for instance, compute autonomously the
Area of Interest of all its players. Furthermore, we will sup-
pose that each broker may access a copy of the partitioned
map of the shared world.

As described in the following sections, DiV ES imple-
ments both the cell-based approach and the entity based
one. Several optimizations are proposed in the context of
the entity-based approach.

4.1 Cell-Based DiVES

As discussed in sect. 1, a cell-based approach partitions
the shared virtual world into cells and pairs a different com-
munication group with each cell. Each player joins the com-
munications groups corresponding both to its cell and to the
surrounding ones. A communication group is defined as the
set of players whose subscriptions intersect a given cell C.
Any notification delivered by players belonging to C will
be forwarded to all these processes.

This is implemented in DiV ES by defining proper fil-
ters. The virtual world is partitioned into a set of square
cells and each player delivers filters describing the square
region including its cell and the neighbouring ones. In the
following, we will suppose that the area of interest of any
player is always included in a cell of the virtual world.

The filter delivered by a player P is not modified until P
moves within the same cell. For any movement, P notifies
its new position to Broker(P ). When P crosses the border
of a cell it notifies this event to Broker(P ), that exploits
both the position of P and the map of the shared world to
define its new filter. Let us suppose that a terminal broker B
is connected to a single player P . When B receives a notifi-
cation from the network, it computes the Area of Interest of
P by exploiting both the last position notified by P and the
characteristics of P . Notifications received from players lo-
cated outside the area of interest P are not sent to P . In this
way, the notification filtering is performed by Broker(P )
and P is not overwhelmed by useless messages. Both in-
put bandwidth and computational load of P are therefore
optimized.

The trade off of this approach is between the number
of subscriptions, i.e. filters delivered on the network and
the number of useless notifications delivered to each bro-
ker. Since a player delivers a new filter when crossing a
cell boundary only, the number of delivered subscriptions
can be controlled by tuning the size of the cells. Small cell
size defines a good approximation of the area of interest of

a player, but implies a large number of subscriptions.

4.2 Entity-Based DiVES

We recall that in the entity based approach, a different
communication group is associated with each entity, i.e.
with each player. Each player joins the communications
groups paired with the entities belonging to its area of inter-
est.

In the entity-based approach, a communication group
includes all the processes whose areas of interest overlap.
Consider, for instance, Fig. 2. The dashed area, correspond-
ing to the intersection of the areas of interest of P1, P2, P3,
defines a communication group including these processes.
Any notification sent within this area will be received by
these processes. It is important to notice that, even if a pro-
cess P belongs to the area of interest of process Q, this does
not imply that Q belongs to the area of interest of P . For in-
stance process P4 belongs to the intersection of the area of
interest of P1, P2, P3, but its area of interest, shown in the
figure by the dashed line, does not include any of the pre-
vious processes. This implies that all the notification of P4

will be sent to P1, P2, P3, but no notification of P1/P2/P3

will be sent to P4.

P1

P2

P3P4

Figure 2. Entity-Based group Definition

In DiV ES each player delivers a filter defining its ex-
act Area of Interest. In this way, the position of each player
belonging to this area will be notified to P . This approach
cannot be directly implemented because it requires the ex-
change of a large amount of filters. As a matter of fact, the
area of interest of any player P is modified at each move-
ment of P . This implies that a new filter is generated for
each movement of any player and this is the main drawback
of this approach. On the other hand, since filters are more
accurate than in the cell-based approach, routing of notifi-
cations improves and no useless notification are sent to a
broker.

Next section shows several optimizations to improve the
effectiveness of this method. The resulting approach is a
compromise between the cell-based and the entity-based ap-
proaches.
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5 Reducing the Message Traffic

Let us introduce some preliminary definitions. We will
consider the behaviour of each player during an interval of
time Δt. Suppose that each player is characterized at any
time by a speed v. We define the Predicted Notification
Area (PNA) of a player P as the set of positions that can
be reached by P starting from its current position, travel-
ing along a straight line, during the interval Δt. This set of
positions is defined by a circle whose center is the current
position of P and depends on the speed of P . We define the
Predicted Area of Interest (PAI) of P as the subspace of
the virtual world including all the areas of interests corre-
sponding to any point in the Predicted Notification Area. It
can be easily shown that any Predicted Notification Area is
a subset of the corresponding Predicted Area of Interest.

The main idea is that P subscribes its PAI , rather than
its exact Area of Interest. The same subscription remains
valid as long as the current area of interest of a player is
included in its PAI . When adopting this approach the
amounts of filters exchanged through the network, can be
tuned by modifying Δt. Since Δt can be updated according
to the characteristics and the state of each player, the result-
ing strategy is more flexible than the cell based approach.
As in the cell-based approach, brokers filters incoming no-
tifications according to the area of interest of their player.

Let us consider the example in Figure 3. The left part
of the picture shows four players at different positions of
the virtual world. The right part shows the brokers network
and the relevant part of their routing tables. Let us consider
player P1. When it notifies its position to B1, B1 com-
putes the area of interest Y of P1, and its PAI X . Then
B1 forwards the PAI to its neighbours and the PAI will
be flooded on the network. Since both P2 and P3 belongs to
the PAI of P1, their positions will be notified to P1 by the
routing algorithm. B1 discards any notification it receives
from P3, because it does not belong to the Y . On the other
side, the notification of P2 will be sent to P1 because it be-
longs to Y . Note that Y is notified to B1 anytime P1 moves,
but B1 does not propagate Y on the network. The position
of P4 is not routed to P1, because P4 does not belong to the
PAI of P1. Let us now suppose that P1 moves from posi-
tion b to position c. B1 detects that the area of interest of
P1 does not belong to the PAI of P1. The new PAI of P1

is computed and flooded on the network. If P4 now belongs
to the PAI of P1, its notifications will be routed to P1.

A further reduction of the number of messages flowing in
the network is obtained by an accurate analysis of the kind
of messages produced by multiplayers applications. A new
Predicted Notification Area is delivered at the same time of
a new notification. A new Predicted Area of Interest is de-
livered when the current area of interest is not included in
the previous Predicted Area of Interest and this is associated

P3

Delta

X=Predicted Area of Interest

Z=Predicted  Notification Area

(PAI)

(PNA)

Y=Area of Interest (A)

P1
b

P2

c

B1

P1 Y X
....

....

P4
B3

B1 X
....

....

.....

B4
B3 X
....

....

B3 X
....

.... B2

......

....
B3 X
....

.....

P1

PNA

B5

Figure 3. The Optimized Routing Algorithm

again to a movement of a player and, hence, to a notifica-
tion. In this way, a larger amount of information is packed
into the same message. We have defined different kinds of
message. For instance, position(x, y) corresponds to the
notification of a new position, while positionpai(x, y, pai)
corresponds the notification of a new position and of a
new PAI . Further messages are exploited in advertisement
based routing.

Each broker Bi routes a message position(x, y)
according its routing table, while the message
positionpai(x, y, pai) implies both the forwarding of
the notification notify(x, y) according to the routing table
and the forwarding of the filter PAI to all the neighbours.

The described approach is based on a simple filter rout-
ing strategy, that is flooding. Advertisements proposed in
[2] are exploited to optimize the routing of filters on the
network.

In DiV ES advertisements corresponds to Predicted No-
tification Areas. As a matter of fact, PAI defines the posi-
tions each player can reach during the next interval of time
Δt. These positions define the notifications P is going to
deliver in the next interval. Advertisements, i.e. PNAs,
are periodically injected in the network. Since a notifica-
tion is considered valid only if it belongs to the last ad-
vertisement delivered on the network, a new PNA is pro-
duced when the player approaches the border of its current
PNA. The distance from the border depends upon the la-
tency of the underlying network, because any broker has
to be notified before the player crosses its PNA. Routing
of advertisements is based on flooding. As for PAI , a sin-
gle message positionpna(x, y, pna) carries both a notifica-
tions and a PNA. Each broker propagates notifications ac-
cording to the routing table and forwards advertisements to
all its neighbours. Routing of filters is optimized, because
each broker forwards any filter F only to the neighbours
storing in their advertisement table at least an advertisement
overlapping F .

Consider again Figure 3. The dotted circle around P4
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represents the PNA of P4. This information is flooded in
the network and is registered in the advertisement table of
each broker. Let us suppose that P1 is located at b and that
broker B3 receives from B1 the PAI of P1. Suppose also
that B4 = Broker(P4) Since no overlap exists between
the PAI of P1 and the PNA of P4, this PAI is not sent
to B4. A further optimization is related to the reduction of
the entries of the routing tables. [2] proposes a strategy to
merge filters at internal nodes. A broker can merge the fil-
ters corresponding to existing routing entries and forward
this merger to a subset of its neighbours. Merging filters
introduces another level of approximation in the routing al-
gorithm. DiV ES adopts a simple strategy to merge filters.
Two filters are merged if and only if size of the resulting re-
gion is does not exceed a given threshold. This guarantees
that the corresponding filter defines a limited region of the
shared world.

6 Experimental Results and Future Works

A testbed implementation of DiV ES has been devel-
oped on a cluster of 40 Linux hosts interconnected by a fast
Ethernet LAN . A set of multiplayer applications character-
ized by different feautures, FPS, MMORG, etc. have
been developed to test the routing algorithms defined in
DiV ES. Fig.4 compares the amount of remote traffic, i.e.
information exchanged among brokers generated by the ex-
ecution of a simple MMORG, with respect to the differ-
ent routings. Simple routing is based on the entity based
approach and includes the PAI optimization to reduce the
amount of generated traffic. The results show that the sim-
ple routing and the advertisements based routing generate
the smaller amount of traffic. Cell based routing generates
a larger amount of traffic because of the useless notifica-
tions. Filter merging based routing generate a reasonable
amount of traffic, when the number of players is less than
32. For larger number of players, due to filter merging,
a large amount of traffic is generated. The other measure
we have considered is the size of the routing table, since it
determines the time spent by the brokers to perform rout-
ing. Our experiments show that the cell and merge based
routing largely reduce this size. The minimum size is ob-
tained by advertisement based routing, because in this case
a subscription is sent to a broker only if that broker has
emitted an advertisement that satisfies the notification. Our
experiments suggest that the best compromise between the
amount of remote traffic and the size of the routing tables is
obtained by advertisement based routing.

We are currently extending DiV ES to include further
features to support DVEs. For instance, we are planning to
evaluate different alternative algorithms for event ordering
and to study a dead reckoning algorithm to further reduce
the message traffic on the network. We plan to integrate
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cheating detection tools in our environment. Finally, we are
currently porting DiV ES on a wide area network.
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